The Changing Culture in Modern Medicine: A Psychiatrist’s Perspective
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Abstract: Cultural competence advances global healthcare by promoting greater understanding of individual patients, combined interventions, and maximum adherence. However, the healthcare professional’s culture and the culture of medicine itself must also be considered. In westernized medicine, especially America, improved technology and therapeutics profoundly impact medical culture; but medical economics is as significant. Managed care and Medicare Diagnosis-Related Groups (DRGs) strongly affect American medical economics with resultant decreased physicians’ incomes, increased patient volumes, decreased time spent with each patient, and decreased subjective/objective quality of care. Physicians’ roles blur with duties delegated to lesser qualified healthcare professionals to maximize patients seen and generated incomes. In psychiatry, performing multiple psychopharmacology visits hourly is economically more productive than an hour therapy session. Doctors need to understand that in entering medicine they enter a life’s career of nobility in which they serve others, not expect to become wealthy, but at life’s end are able to state “a job well done with caring for all.” Perhaps then, less harm will be done to patients in doctors’ haste to earn more money by seeing too many patients too briefly.
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Groups of doctors jammed into elevators maddeningly looking at their lists, checking off those seen and yet to be seen and occasionally looking up toward a colleague and bemoaning how many more consults to be done before the end of the day. When did doctoring stop being a noble profession of caring for others, of having time to care for others, and change so dramatically into making sure that all those who could be billed in a given day were seen and then billed for maximum charges?

In retrospect, one could argue that we as physicians sold our souls to the insurance companies and that over the years the insurance companies realized their power, and having done such also realized that they controlled how much doctors were paid and even if services should be authorized [1]. Managed care companies now manage not only the health of patients but also physicians’ lives. With decreased professional autonomy, managed care is associated with decreased physician career satisfaction [2]. Authorization must be obtained not simply for admission to a hospital, but for outpatient procedures, for specific medications, and even for dosage of medications [1, 3-5]. Often these authorizations are obtained from individuals with no knowledge of the procedure or medication but reading from a handbook stating what should or should not be approved and taking valuable time from patient care for administrative tasks.

With the advent of Medicare Diagnosis-Related Groups (DRGs), hospital admissions in America are focused on the minimum stay for maximum DRG value. Reimbursement inequities for non-stratified DRGs have been noted when comparing complex patients with multiple complications and comorbidities to those patients without complications or comorbid diagnoses leading to greater hospital financial risk [6]. In the past, a patient would have multiple diagnoses, including non-related but significant diagnoses that might be treated in an outpatient setting, addressed in a single admission; now patients are told to come back after one week so that they can have other diagnoses attended to in an inpatient setting such that the hospital is not penalized by Medicare or managed care insurance companies for the patient “bouncing-back” too early or having stayed too long during the original admission wherein the hospital instead of earning money lost money [7]. Outcome managers now focus on length of stay and outliers instead of quality of care and premature discharge; yet early hospital discharge may be associated with preventable readmissions in specific populations [8-10].

As physicians’ reimbursements decrease, their hospital lists increase, and less time is spent with each patient. When you speak to colleagues at 8 pm or 9 pm after they have been seeing patients for 13 hours you will hear the same litany, “where did medicine go wrong…what happened to quality medical care….why doesn’t the hospital provide more services…I need this drug, why isn’t it on the formulary…I have medical care…why doesn’t the hospital provide more services…” Doctor discontent and time pressures are significant problems in our new medico-economic environment impacting physician satisfaction, patient satisfaction, and quality of care [11, 12].

Often, the patient’s perception of quality of care is directly related to the time physicians spend addressing medical com-
plexities [13, 14]. With the current decreased time physicians spend with each patient, is it surprising that patients perceive a crisis in quality of care?

In psychiatry, we have both the luxury and the requirement that we spend time, and by that is meant adequate time, with patients. In the consultation-liaison setting, how often have you heard the patient state "at least you listen to me, my other doctors come in at 6 am, I was still sleeping when they told me about my illness; they told me not to worry and that they would need to do some chemotherapy that would make me better?" But did the oncologist discuss in detail with that patient chemotherapy, prognosis, quality of life, and also have a family session? Not always; frequently psychiatric consultation is requested in that and other "messy" situations; the attending internist comments about the "emotional train wrecks" that "would just take too much of my time, you are better skilled at talking to patients that I am." How often have you been requested to assist with "termination and closure" when the patient knew neither the diagnosis nor the proximity of death?

What of the consent forms for surgery obtained by nurses as the patient is prepping for the Operating Room (OR), and sometimes on the gurney being wheeled toward the OR? Consent requires the understanding of alternatives/benefits/risk; however, if these have not been adequately explained to the patient, then that patient, who otherwise might have the capacity to make an informed decision, cannot make an informed decision simply because he does not have the appropriate information. Have you ever been called to do a competency consultation because nursing was concerned that the patient did not truly understand the gravity of the procedure, do the consult finding the patient did not have capacity to make an informed consent, advise the surgeon and anesthesiologist of such, but then witness the elective surgery being done anyway?

Even in psychiatry, the roles are blurred. Where once the psychiatrist did psychotherapy and psychopharmacology, now there are psychiatrists who believe their strict role is only psychopharmacology and that therapy should be done by others – social workers, nurses, pastoral counselors, or psychologists. It goes without saying that in sixty minutes, a psychiatrist can bill and collect more from multiple psychopharmacology sessions than he/she can from a single combined psychotherapy and psychopharmacology session [15].

So what will happen in the future? When we discuss "medical culture" we are often addressing therapeutic and technological advances in medicine and how these impact patient care; but "medical culture" also involves how we address medical problems, what we believe is possible to accomplish, and even our perceptions of positive prognosis [16]. Patients may not understand any of this. Why is there this lack of understanding? Could it simply be because we do not spend enough time with our patients and the patient’s family? The therapeutic/technical revolution in medicine with emphasis on data and evidenced-based treatments distances physicians from their patients and diminishes the fundamental traits that led students to enter medical school, caring and empathy [17]. Have we lost focus in educating our medical students and residents [17-19]? The dark undercurrents to the meaning of medical culture are the economic aspects associated with being a health care provider, time consuming, nearly adversarial interactions with insurance companies to obtain necessary authorizations with associated appeals, and witnessing a once noble profession being changed into a "business." To what extent have these undercurrents eroded patient trust and confidence in the physician?

Are there solutions for an American healthcare system now in crisis beyond best practice guidelines with outcome research and multidisciplinary team interventions to maximize quality of care, efficiency, and safety [20-22]? Certainly patients would like medical care to be as it once was. But this may mean: 1) accepting single payer national health systems/universal insurance in which for once healthcare professionals are truly insurance blind and uninsured patients finally have appropriate healthcare coverage [23-25]; 2) allowing procedures and medications at reduced costs without excessive physician administrative time wasted, especially medication prior authorizations, at the expense of patient care [26-28]; 3) having pharmaceutical companies realize that capitalism includes the critical first three letters “cap” and applying such while, with the assistance of indexed state and federal tax incentives, maintaining research and development to pursue further innovative therapeutics [29-31]; 4) maximizing transparency in research with publication of all conflicts of interest to ensure an unbiased presentation of information to both healthcare professionals and the public [32-34]; 5) having non-profit hospitals remaining not for profit rather than hiding excess earnings in land purchases; 6) minimizing/eliminating medical student indebtedness with combined federal funding to medical schools for undergraduate medical education, increased federal scholarships to students, increased medical school scholarships, decreased medical school tuition, and tax incentive loans for medical school education [35-40]; 7) restructuring medical school, residency, and continuing medical education curricula to address humanism/ethics/values/culture of caring [16-19, 41-49]; 8) and finally having doctors understand that in entering medicine you enter a life’s career of nobility in which you serve others and do not expect to become wealthy, but at life’s end are able to state “a job well done with caring for all.”

One might say that this is beating an old drum or simply the voice of another healthcare professional calling in the wilderness. Perhaps, but hopefully someone will hear this fervent call to action. Appropriate restructuring of our medical education and health service delivery systems while focusing on ethics/values/culture of caring [16-19, 41-49]; and the patient-physician relationship should improve quality of care, efficiency, safety, patient/physician satisfaction, patients’ trust and the physician’s pride in being a doctor.

Each physician takes an oath not simply to aid his patient, but specifically “to do no harm [50-52].” As our current medical culture exists, harm occurs all too often.
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